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Summary
The National Environmental Action Plan 2004 report (NEAP 2004) records that Freetown has long
been put under considerable pressure by the urbanization process and urban sprawl, resulting in
negative social and environmental impacts on settlements living in risk-prone areas and unsanitary
environmental conditions. Chapter 1 concerns the institutional and legal framework for urban
planning and disaster-management policies, arguing that development control is week and that the
city needs a new effective legal framework for the regulation of development and building within
Freetown to prevent disasters. The Government of Sierra Leone mandates the Office of National
Security (ONS) to co-ordinate the management of national disaster mitigation and the preparation of
a National Disaster Management Plan with the Ministry of Lands, Country Planning and the
Environment (MLCPE), Freetown City Council (FCC), and the Office of Director of Housing, Ministry of
Works, as some of the main stakeholders.
Chapter 2 addresses the flooding challenges in the city. All slums along the coastline in Freetown
experience flooding more than once in any given year, generally caused by heavy and prolonged
rainfalls, high sea levels, and storms. Construction in flood-prone areas, inefficient rainwater
drainage systems, blocked draining systems, and restricted water flows in rivers and creeks (due to
encroachments of buildings) represent unsustainable man-made reasons for flooding. Flood
mitigation strategies generally include both administrative and construction aspects of which
preventive development control and building inspection are by far the most powerful. No building or
construction should be allowed in flood-prone areas, which are areas less than 4 metres above the
average daily sea-water level. Present settlements under this level must be resettled as soon as
possible.
Chapter 3 concerns risk related to erosion, landslides, and seismic activity. However, the major cause
of erosion in Freetown is man-made. The forest cover and soil surface have been removed for
construction, sub-existence farming, gardening, mining, and commercial wood sale without giving
the hillside surfaces alternative protection against the heavy seasonal rainfalls. Again, preventive
administrative mitigation measures, land-use planning, and development control are the most
efficient means of tackling these issues, and include as actors the corresponding authorities:
Freetown City Council, the MLCPE and the Ministry of Works, Housing and Infrastructure, MWHI.
These institutions must firstly strengthen the information for the public about existing urban
planning laws and building regulations, and secondly, improve laws and regulations while coordinating development control and law enforcement of building regulations. However, technical
and environmental measures are also valid, such as assessing the present erosion in risk areas in cooperation with communities. It is necessary to identify where to build gabions and traps at specific
locations in order to minimize sediment transport and promote restoration and maintenance of the
vegetation and soil to aid the reduction of water run-off. The authorities also need to sensitize
inhabitants to the negative effects of deforestation on hill slopes and encourage homeowners to
plant trees and construct gardens in their compounds situated on steep slopes to avoid erosion and
landslides. Concerning seismic activity, there has been no record of earthquake or related activity for
the past fifty years. Freetown has only one fault line, along the Orugu River, which has to be taken
into consideration when building in the area. However, volcanic activity on the Cape Verde Islands
could provoke a tsunami that could reach Freetown directly within 1.5–2.5 hours.
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Chapter 4 addresses the challenges of deforestation, which due to lack of law enforcement, has left
only the heart of the Western Area Peninsula with green forest. Urban expansion into the hills and
mountainous green forest area is widely recognised by the authorities and the general population,
but action to address these issues according to the law is still lacking. The causes of deforestation in
Freetown are attributable to human activities. Charcoal production to support the vast majority of
the population with daily cooking fuel consumes a huge amount of wood, which is cut in a nonsustainable manner. Furthermore, wood is cut for building materials and forest land used for stone
mining, which lead to an additional decrease in forest cover. If not addressed efficiently and
constantly, deforestation results in the destruction of forest, a loss in biodiversity and ecological
function, erosion, risk of landslide, and destruction of the drinking-water catchment areas so vital for
the city.
The strategies required to combat deforestation can be categorized into two components: (i)
administration and (ii) actions taken on the sites. The major stakeholders are the Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Food Security (MAFFS), the National Commission for the Environment and
Forestry (NaCEF), and the MLCPE. The necessary actions to be taken are: (1) conserving the
remaining tropical rain forest; (2) preparing land-use plans with clear distinctions between land for
forest and land for urban development, and the rigorous enforcement of existing laws and protection
regulations; (3) improving the socio-economic status of the population that depends on the forests
for its livelihood; and (4) ensuring awareness-raising and including stakeholders and local populations
in conservation projects.
Chapter 5 concerns the environmental assessment of mangrove, creeks and bays. Mangroves not
only provide one of the basic food-chain resources for marine organisms, they also serve as storm
buffers by reducing wind and wave action in shallow shoreline areas. However, the mangrove areas
are presently utilized in a non-sustainable manner and threatened by a variety of human activities.
Preserving the mangrove areas will be crucial for maintenance of coastal stability. Mangrove land is
threatened by encroachment, sand and soil mining, as well as by the cutting down of mangrove trees
for smoking fish. Clearing mangrove forest for farming is also a key activity in the swamps. The
corresponding authorities must use the existing laws to protect the existing mangrove forest and
prepare policies, guidelines, and regulations for the sustainable use of the resource. Environmental,
educational, and social strategies must include awareness-raising activities in the mangrove-related
communities. The creeks in Freetown have unique biota associations of important habitats for fish,
aquatic insects, birds, and mammals. Presently, creeks in Freetown are under threat from
encroachment by slum dwellers building houses, the pollution from nearby urban areas, and even
solid waste dumped in the creek. Sand mining also is a problem. In addition to living in unhealthy
creeks, the creeks are prone to flooding and sea erosion. Land-use plans should be prepared for the
two creeks in Freetown, identifying the use of the creek land and the sustainable management of the
mangrove resources within the creek. The existing urban planning and environmental protection
laws must be used to fully enforce development control and avoid further encroachment and
degradation of the urban and natural environment in and around the creeks. The population must be
sensitized to the natural values and resources existing in the creeks. The bays are attractive, but at
the same time they present serious challenges for urban health and sanitation, leaving the
communities in the bays exposed to flooding risks and vulnerable to disease. Freetown City Council
and the responsible national authorities have to enforce development control and initiate the
preparation of urban upgrading plans for the bay communities. Families in flood-prone dwellings
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have to be resettled, as no economically feasible technical solution will be available in low-level areas
against flooding.
Chapter 6 addresses the risks from the open solid-waste deposit sites still functioning in Freetown.
These dump sites receive all categories of hazardous and non-hazardous waste (i.e. domestic,
hospital, industrial). The dumping sites pollute sea and ground water through run-offs and seepage
through sub-soil, as well as polluting the air through dust and open burning. Of public health concern
is the presence of communities involved in rampant scavenging on waste heaps for valuable
recyclable materials. Due to the severe health and environment hazards produced by the dump sites,
it is urgently proposed to prioritize, plan, and initiate their transfer to alternative locations prepared
for the dumping of final solid waste, following modern standards as proposed in 2010 by the city
planning and development consultant, Lancelot A. Lake, to Freetown Waste Management Company.
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1

Environmental Policies in Sierra Leone

1.1

National environmental policy and national action planning

The identification of environmental risks areas followed by designing appropriate mitigation
measures is in line with the goal of the National Environmental Policy: to achieve sustainable
development in Sierra Leone through sound environmental management. The objectives of this
policy include:
•

To conserve and use the environment and natural resources for the benefit of present and future
generations;

•

To restore, maintain and enhance the ecosystems and ecological processes essential for the
functioning of the biosphere;

•

To preserve biological diversity and the principle of optimum sustainable yield in the use of living
natural resources and ecosystems.

Mitigating the risks identified in flood, erosion, deforestation, etc. will achieve the above objectives.
The National Environmental Action Plan 2004 Report (NEAP 2004) records that Freetown has been
under pressure from the urbanization process and urban sprawl for a considerable time. This has
resulted in negative social and environmental impacts on slum communities and informal
settlements living in overcrowded dwellings and unsanitary environmental conditions. Despite these
problems, the report further notes that as of 2004, no national urbanization policy and plan has
existed, plus local planning and development control has been virtually absent. This has resulted in
spontaneous unguided growth of urban development.

1.2

Institutional and legal frameworks

The Ministry of Lands, Country Planning and the Environment, MLCPE, is responsible for planning
activity in Sierra Leone. The Ministry of Works, Housing and Infrastructure (MWHI) is responsible for
building inspection and development control. The legal framework for planning, development
control, and building inspection for Freetown is considered inadequate. The two principal acts – the
Freetown Improvement Act of 1960 and the Town and Country Planning Act of 1946 – are both
outdated. Although both have been amended over the years, their main structures and powers
remained unchanged. Neither act provides an effective legal framework for the regulation of
development and building within Freetown.
The land-use planning system needs to be comprehensive and designed for use in all cities and
districts, and the Local Government Act 2004 has demanded a change in approach to the
implementation of the planning authority now that local councils are taking over this responsibility.
The laws need to be revised to accommodate these new appropriate approaches.
This need is also formulated in other African states and has been addressed specifically at the third
International Conference on Planning Legislation in Africa (ICPLA) held in Johannesburg in May 1995.
The ICPLA III, Habitat II, the Second United Nations Conference on Human Settlements – also known
as the ‘City Summit’ – took place in Istanbul, and stressed the need for modernized urban planning
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laws and strongly supported the strengthening of land-use planning in fast growing urban areas. The
current decentralization process and the present intentions to reform Sierra Leonean urban planning
laws are initiatives that improve the ability to meet with the present urban end environmental
challenges.
1.2.1

Urban planning

Prior to the Pre-identification Study of the Freetown Development Plan 2008, the existing official
planning documents related to planning are (1) the Sierra Leone Vision 2025: “Sweet Salone” of
August 2003 and (2) the Freetown City Council: Revised Development Plan, of 2006–2008. Whilst the
former mainly deals with defining development principles and likely development scenarios, the
latter deals with sectoral projects particularly related to Freetown.
The Pre-identification Study of the Freetown Development Plan of 2008 notes that several attempts
over the years to develop and implement urban planning in Freetown have been unsuccessful. Other
than the first urban design exercise for the Central Business District, the remaining plans were not
implemented. The Law on Decentralization (Local Government Act) in 2004 devolved many urban
management functions to Freetown City Council, which includes urban planning. However, FCC have
not been able to cope with the task, given a lack of urban planning policies and guidelines, a lack of
legal and regulatory frameworks compounded by a lack of qualified personnel, as well as lack of
resources and working space. A European Union (EU) delegation launched a preliminary study in
2007 of the Freetown Development Plan (FDP). The study identified the constraints and the potential
of the capital city, as well as the benchmarks of the future FDP. The Urban Planning Project 2011–14
implemented by FCC and the MLCPE followed these recommendations and prepared the Freetown
Structure Plan (FSP). This plan identifies the planning issues to be dealt with and proposes a strategy
for urban renovation, reinforced urban planning, and development control in the city.
1.2.2

Infrastructure

Infrastructural development virtually came to a standstill during the civil war between 1991 and
1998. However, Freetown has seen a steady increase in urban and infrastructural development
during the first decade of the new century.
1.2.3

Policy on disaster risk reduction

More than ever before there is a need to enforce disaster management as an integral part of
sustainable planning and development. This is because a proactive and preventive approach to
disaster management minimizes disaster impact effects and thus supports sustainable development.
Sierra Leone has signed up to the Hyogo Framework for Action (HFA).1 The HFA is the first plan to
explain, describe and detail the work that is required from all different sectors and actors to avoid
disaster and/or minimize their negative effects. Priority actions developed within the HFA framework
are as follows:
•

Minimize disaster risk both at national and local level;

•

Ensure strong institutional support for implementation of disaster mitigation;

•

Identify, assess, and monitor disaster risks and enhance early warning;

1

Hyogo: World Disaster Reduction Conference of the United Nation's Office for Disaster Risk Reduction held in Kobe,
Hyogo, Japan, in January 2005.
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•

Use knowledge, innovation, and education to build a culture of safety and resilience at all levels;

•

Strengthen disaster preparedness for effective response at all levels.

1.2.3.1

Review of Sierra Leone’s disaster management policy

The Government of Sierra Leone has enacted the National Security and Central Intelligence Act 2002.
Section 18, subsection IV of this Act mandates the Office of National Security to co-ordinate the
management of national emergencies including both natural and man-made disasters. A National
Disaster Management Department was established under the Office of National Security for Sierra
Leone.
ONS objectives that relate to this project are as follows:
•

Ensure the integration of disaster-risk management into sustainable development programmes
and policies, ensuring a holistic approach to disaster management;

•

Improve the identification, assessment, monitoring, and early warning of risks;

•

Improve effectiveness of response through stronger disaster preparedness.

Furthermore, some strategic objectives of the ONS on risk and disaster management include
improved identification and assessment of disaster risks, integrated disaster risk management into
development effort, and the preparation of a National Disaster Management Plan.
1.2.4

Identification of national strategic environmental assessment procedures

In general the procedures for preparation of environmental assessments require some or all of the
following:
•

Review of relevant project- or issue-related documents;

•

Meetings/workshops/seminars with stakeholders where data, information, and environmental
challenges and protection ideas are shared;

•

Site visits during which photos are taken and interviews are conducted with residents/locals;

•

Visits to line ministries, departments, and agencies, as well as other stakeholders to collect
documentation and information.

For this project, all of the above-mentioned procedures were applied.
1.2.4.1

Identification and review of existing documents and environmental laws in relation to
environmental risk assessment

The following documents were reviewed:
•

National Disaster Preparedness and Response Plan, from ONS;

•

Sierra Leone Disaster Management Policy, identification of disaster-prone areas in Freetown,
from ONS;

•

Sierra Leone Disaster Management Policy (Final Draft) June 2006;

•

Environmental Protection Act, Sierra Leone 2008;
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•

Freetown Development Plan: Pre-identification Study and the Preliminary Assessment Final
Report;

•

Freetown Infrastructure Rehabilitation Project: Structure Plan and Investment Programme for
Greater Freetown;

•

National Environmental Policy, October 1994, revised Edition;

•

National Environmental Action Plan, Sierra Leone Vol. 1, February 1995, Department of Lands,
Housing, Country Planning and the Environment.

1.2.4.2

Relevant basic maps and environmental data used for the assessment

Relevant basic maps and environmental data used for the environmental assessment of risk areas are
as follows:
•

Satellite images for the Freetown and the Peninsula area;

•

GPS data collection in risk-prone areas;

•

Collected GIS geospatial data being integrated and analysed by this project;

•

Interviews with Freetown families;

•

National Disaster Preparedness and Response Plan, from ONS;

•

Sierra Leone Disaster Management Policy, identification of disaster-prone areas in Freetown,
from ONS;

•

PowerPoint presentation by the Sierra Leone Institution of Engineers on soil erosion in Freetown,
October 2012;

•

Report on climate change and urban flooding in Freetown;

•

Personal communication with Prof. B. B. Ibrahim, Techsult and Company Ltd;

•

Information from meetings and workshop with Western Area Peninsula Forest Reserve
Conservation project, WAPFOR, Project team leader on spatial development plan for the Western
Area Peninsula, November 2012;

•

Site visits and surveys.

1.2.4.3

Group of institutions and stakeholders consulted for collecting and collating information
and materials for the task

•

Ministry of Lands, Country Planning and the Environment (MLCPE);

•

Freetown City Council (FCC);

•

ONS Disaster Management Department;

•

Geological survey;

•

Sierra Leone Meteorological Department

•

Techsult and Company, Ltd.;

•

Office of Director of Housing, Ministry of Works.
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2

Flood Risk

2.1

Problem description

Floods are happening in Freetown regularly and cause considerable damage and casualties. All slums
along the coastline in Freetown experienced flooding more than once in any given year and residents
recall that dwelling houses are lost due to flooding. When flooding occurs, sanitation, storm-water
drainage, and sewage disposal systems are often disrupted and public health threatened as waterborne diseases such as diarrhoea and dysentery increase. Flooding has also a further reaching
negative impact on general development as human and economic resources are being taken up by
necessary emergency measures.
In Freetown on the 21st of August, 2013 due to storm and high tide, water entered the premises of
residents in coastal Kroo Bay and other areas and destroyed properties and houses. Below are
photographs from the flooding in August 2013.

Figure 2-1:

Photographs of the flooding, August 2013
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Table 2-1:

History and effect/impacts of Flooding at Kroo Bay, since 2001

Dates of flooding
07/7/2012
26/9/2006
10/08/2006

Social impact
Damage to shelters and property
Loss of income, property damaged
Property damaged, services disrupted

Health impact & other effects
Casualties
Casualties
Changes in mosquito abundance

21/09/2005
16/07/2004
7/07/2002

Persons injured
Damages to shelters, loss of livestock
Property damaged, services disrupted

Casualties, persons injured

05/07/2002

Property damaged, services disrupted

29/07/2002

Property damaged, services disrupted

23/06/2001

Property damaged, services disrupted

Contamination of water with faecal matter and
rodent urine
Contamination of water with faecal matter and
rodent urine
Contamination of water with faecal matter and
rodent urine
Contamination of water with faecal matter and
rodent urine

(Source: Johnson and Johnson, 2004)

2.2

Situation analysis

2.2.1

Causes of flooding in Freetown

In Freetown flooding is generally caused by heavy and prolonged rainfall or by rainfall in general if
the ground is already saturated with water. Other causes of flooding in Freetown are high sea levels
and storms creating waves going directly towards the coast. However, man-made developments and
weak management of the urban environment create further flooding situations, such as:
•

Construction in flood-prone areas along the creeks and coasts;

•

Inadequate and inefficient rainwater drainage systems on plots and in the streets of Freetown;

•

Blocked drainage systems as a result of soil erosion and waste deposits;

•

Restricted water flows in rivers and creeks due to encroachment of buildings.

2.2.2

Flood-prone areas in Freetown

2.2.2.1

Coastal flood sites

Coastal flood sites in Freetown are areas where the land elevation is at 0.0 m chart datum and
subject to tide-level variation between elevations of 0.0 m to 3.5 m chart datum. These areas are
developed by creating embankment filling of the land to an elevation of 4.0 m with a channel left for
drain-off water into the sea. At Kanikay, Cline Town, and Old Wharf Wellington residents have
reclaimed several metres of the wetland.
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Figure 2-2:

Flood waters causing transport problems and access issues at Mend Street–Pademba Road junction

Figure 2-3:

Flooded junction of Bright Street and Old Railway line, Brookfield

Also at Old Wharf, Wellington, land has been reclaimed using waste dumped from the surrounding
communities. Consequently, these communities are susceptible to frequent, and even worst-case
scenario, flooding immediately after excessive and prolonged rainfall. In general, all land below the
level of 4.0 metres is at risk of flooding in these communities. Particularly Kroo Bay, White Man’s Bay,
and Susan’s Bay are high-risk areas. Flooding occurs as a combination of very high rainfall run-off and
at a high tide elevation of up to 4.0 metres.
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The combination of these two events results in rising flood water in the channel overflowing on to
the stream banks, with large-scale flooding leading to disaster in the form of loss of human lives and
property, plus the spread of polluted water and water-borne diseases such as cholera, typhoid, etc.
Figure 2-4:

2.2.2.2

Flood waters entering homes at Kroo Bay

Inland stream flood sites

At inland-stream flood sites, uncontrolled development results in narrowing of the stream channels
and flash high rainfall followed by rising of the stream water level. This also results in flooding of
these uncontrolled communities which have developed close to the stream bank. The risk of flooding
is further exacerbated by community dwellers building within the stream and causing it to narrow.
The effect of the flooding is the same as disasters affecting the coastal flood areas.
Due to the high level of the water table being close to the surface of the land at coastal areas and at
the stream banks, the pit toilets and soak away pits usually do not function. Furthermore, in most
cases raw sewage rises to the surface of the land and even solid waste might deliberately be dumped
into the streams, waterways, and the sea resulting in pollution and environmental degradation.
2.2.2.3

Other inland flood sites

Street junctions where the storm waters from several drainage channels converge are prone to flood
risk. This is common at the junction of Pademba Road–Mend Street (Figure 2), and Old Railway line–
Bright Street, Brookfield, to name a few. Another contributing factor to flooding in inland areas are
the too-narrow drain channels receiving a large volume of storm water from nearby hills – as is
normally experienced at Berry Street Model–Circular Road junction.
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Figure 2-5:

Stream extending its banks and entering homes at Kroo Bay

Some crossroads experience frequent flooding when drains in the city are too narrow to cope with
the volume of storm water flowing downstream from surrounding hills. Furthermore, unplanned
construction practices across the hills of Freetown, coupled with lack of proper drainage and sanitary
facilities, do not allow easy drainage of storm water during heavy rains. Drains are sometimes littered
with waste. Consequently, shortly after heavy rain the water hardly flows through the drains but
instead submerges them under water. In some cases the water floods lower areas and enters into
compounds and houses.
With the help of the Office of National Security draft disaster report, the following sites/locations
were identified as flood zones.
Coastal flood sites
• Kroo Bay and White Man’s Bay environs;
•

Susan’s Bay;

•

Madina and Mafenbe, back of RSLAF Headquarters;

•

Mabella;

•

Congo Town;

•

Kanikey (back of cement factory and Race Course Cemetery and environs).

Inland flood sites
• Lumley/Babadorie/Amadu Lane areas;
•

Wilkinson Road–Cockerill–Indian Temple;

•

Congo River (Tengbeh Town to Congo Bridge);

•

Main Motor Road Brookfield–King Harman Road Junction, and Bright Street–King Harman Road
Junction;
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•

Hill Cot Road bridge and immediate vicinity;

•

Samba Gutter, Ministry of Works compound on to Joaque Bridge

•

Pultney Street–Siaka Stevens Street junction;

•

Eastern Police–Annie Walsh roundabout;

•

Mountain Cut–Kissy Road Junction;

•

Africanus Road on to former Shell Company, Kissy;

•

Ashobi Corner–Blackhall Road;

•

Banana Water, Oloshoro;

•

Pademba Road–Mends Street–Dundas Street junction;

•

Fire force–Circular Road–Macauley Street junction;

•

Berry Street (Model)–Circular Road junction.

Figure 2-6:

Areas prone to flooding in Freetown
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Figure 2-7:

2.3

Map showing flood-prone areas and inland flooding, UPP 2011–14

Flood mitigation strategies

Flood mitigation strategies generally include both administrative and non-administrative actions.
2.3.1

Administrative action

A starting point for the mitigation of risk in Freetown is to identify the responsible administrative
organ that will be in charge of the preparation of the regulations to mitigate flooding. The following
institutions should be responsible for dealing with the issue of flooding:
a) Lead institutions
• Ministry of Water Resources;
•

Office of National Security (ONS);

•

Ministry of Lands, Country Planning and the Environment;

•

Ministry of Works, Housing and Infrastructure.
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b) Support Institutions
• Environmental Protection Agency;
•

Conservation Society;

•

Local communities;

•

Environmental, non-governmental organizations and the media;

•

RSLAF, SLP, National Fire Force (to ensure compliance or dealing with evacuations where ever
and whenever necessary).

The relevant administrative unit must develop policies or acts for the following:
• Zoning;
•

Building code regulation for flood-prone areas;

•

The Storm Water Act.

2.3.2

Strategies

Strategies and actions for reducing the risk of flooding should include the following:
(a) Risk Zoning – risk zoning is part of the land-use planning. It is an important tool that regulates
where land should be developed and where not. With regard to flooding, risk zoning should
identify areas prone to flooding, i.e. land in Freetown under levels of 4.6 metres above daily sea
water level. The norm includes an additional 0.6 m for an expected rise in sea water level due to
climate change. The zoning ordinances address the issues of keeping damage-prone
development out of the hazardous or sensitive areas.
Risk zoning could be undertaken using the existing urban planning laws:
• Legal measures to enforce zoning and urban planning laws and regulations;
•

Fines for building in risk-prone zones;

•

Government action to acquire land by compulsory purchase and to alter existing land use.

(b) Building regulations – building regulations set construction standards for the minimum
acceptable level of safety for buildings in a flood-risk zone. Building codes are important in
mitigating the impact of flood hazards on new buildings. Hazard protection standards for new
and improved or repaired buildings can be incorporated into local building regulations. These
standards should typically include criteria for minimum lowest floor level, and ensure that the
foundations will withstand flood forces, and that all portions of the building subject to damage
are above – or otherwise protected from – flooding. This will also include minimum levels above
sea level for outlets and taps of septic tanks to avoid overspill from the tanks.
(c) Flood-plain development regulations – this protects other buildings and infrastructure from
damage by preventing development in areas that will increase the flood risk to surrounding
areas.
(d) Storm-water management – this will address run-off of storm water from new developments
and cleared lands on hilltops around Freetown on to low-lying places or into flood plains.
Development outside a flood plain can contribute significantly to flooding problems when land is
being developed. Through development processes natural ground cover is replaced, resulting in
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increased run-off. Thus, in order to prevent storm water from flooding roads and buildings,
storm sewers, ditches, and culverts should be constructed to transport water effectively.
Storm-water management regulations require developers to build retention or detention basins
to minimize the run-off rate caused by impervious surfaces and new drainage systems. The goal
is to ensure minimal increase in the rate of storm-water discharge after development, in
comparison to the site’s conditions prior to development.
Specific actions required include:
• Construct storm sewers, ditches, and culverts in a manner that efficiently transports the
water away;
•

Construct sufficiently wide drainage systems to transport receiving storm water from uphill;

•

Open existing blocked drainage;

•

Provide landscaping and reforest area to reduce run-off.

A retention basin or retention pond is a type of constructed wetland that is used to contain
storm water or rain run-off. It provides an area to hold water from a small surrounding drainage
area that would otherwise flow into other areas. The water remains in the local area that it was
deposited in. A detention basin holds water for a limited period of time from a larger basin area
to prevent flooding and releases all the water contained therein in a short period of time.
Property protection measures
The following mitigation measures come at a high cost and make new developments in flood-prone
areas uneconomic. As flooding is almost always seasonal, property protection measures with
expensive sewage treatment and disposal, expensive housing, building, and maintenance costs are
generally unattractive to developers and not recommended. Lands prone to flooding are therefore
best left untouched and utilized as parks and recreational ground.
(e) Property protection measures – this involve those techniques used to modify only existing
buildings that are occasionally subject to flood damage. Compared to other structural flood
protection measures it is relatively inexpensive because cost is shared between property owners
and government. Property protection measures include:
• Relocation – moving a building to another location on higher ground. This will be needed to
mitigate flood risk in lower Kroo Bay, Susan’s Bay, and other communities along the coast.
• Acquisition – buildings in the flood-prone area are removed to avoid future damage to them.
The buildings are acquired by the local or state government and the land is converted to
public use such as a park.
• Building elevation – building above the flood level so that water can flow under the building,
causing little or no damage to the structure or its contents. This could be appropriate for
buildings along junctions of Pademba Road–Mend Street and Mountain Cut–Kissy Road.
• Barriers – a barrier can be built of dirt or soil (“berm”) or concrete or steel (“floodwall”) and
is used to prevent flood waters from reaching a building. The top of the channels at Kroo Bay
could be increased to allow flow of all the rainfall run-off from higher ground.
• Flood-proofing – all areas below the flood protection level are made watertight. Floodproofing is expensive to establish and expensive in seasonal maintenance. Flood-proofing is
not recommended in Freetown. Dry flood-proofing modifications include the following:
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o
o
o
o
o
o

installing watertight shields over doors and windows;
reinforcing walls to withstand flood-water pressures and impact forces generated by
floating debris;
using membranes and other sealants to reduce seepage of flood water through walls
and wall penetrations;
installing drainage collection systems and sump pumps to control interior water levels,
collect seepage, and reduce hydrostatic water pressures on floor slabs and walls;
installing backflow valves to prevent the entrance of flood water or sewage flows
through utilities; and
anchoring the building to resist flotation, collapse, and lateral movement.

• Wet flood-proofing – appropriate for structures with uninhabited areas below the flood
elevation, such as basements and garages. Because wet flood-proofing allows flood waters to
enter a structure, modifications must be made to minimize damage to the portion of the
structure below the flood elevation and its contents.
• Sewer back-up protection – approaches used to protect a structure against sewage back-up:
floor drain plugs, floor drain stand-pipes, overhead sewers, and back flow protection valves.
• Elevated above ground –VIP toilets and septic tanks which are watertight. These could be
emptied by pumping its contents into sewerage utility trucks and carted to high ground for
treatment and disposal.
2.3.3

Further strategies

Mandates – these are compulsions that are used when incentives are inadequate to convince a
property owner to take protective actions.
2.3.4

Emergency services

Emergency services involve measures to protect people during and after a disaster. Generally, five
types of emergency service measures have to be considered by the responsible institution or
community initiative:
•

Threat recognition – a flood-threat recognition system provides early warning to emergency
managers and community representatives. There are two levels of notification in flood warning
programmes: (i) a flood watch – where conditions are right for flooding; and (ii) a flood warning –
when a flood has started or is expected to occur.

•

Warning – once a flood threat is recognized, the first priority is to alert community members
through the flood-warning system. The second priority is to respond with actions that can
prevent or reduce damage and injuries.

•

Response – an Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) is a document that identifies emergency
planning, organization, and response policies and procedures, including details to address the
integration and co-ordination with other governmental levels, when required. An Emergency
Operations Plan contains information to enable emergency management staff to identify the
number of properties flooded or that would be flooded, roads that would be under water, and
critical facilities that would be affected during a flood event. This information will enable staff to
determine the resources that will be needed to respond to the predicted flood event.
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•

Critical facilities protection – critical facilities include emergency operations centres, police and
fire stations, hospitals, and roads and bridge and those facilities, that, if flooded, would create
secondary disasters such as hazardous materials facilities, water, and waste water treatment
plants and pump stations, schools, nursing homes, and hospitals. Critical facilities are vital to the
functioning of a community and to the flood response effort. If a critical facility is flooded,
workers and resources may be unnecessarily drawn away from protecting the rest of the
community. If such a facility is adequately prepared, it will be better able to support the
community's flood response efforts.

•

Post-disaster recovery – this refers to steps taken by a community to prepare people and
property after a disaster. These activities are implemented during recovery to keep people from
going “back to normal” (i.e. the way they were before the disaster). Some examples of recovery
actions include the following:

(f)

o

Clearing streets;

o

Cleaning up debris and garbage;

o

Patrolling evacuated areas to prevent looting;

o

Providing safe drinking water;

o

Monitoring for diseases and vaccinating residents for diseases such as tetanus, cholera, etc.

o

Regulating reconstruction to ensure that it meets all building-code requirements.

Structural measures – structural projects are designed to control flood waters. Types of
structural projects included are reservoirs, levees and flood walls, channel improvements,
crossings and roadways, drainage and storm-sewer improvements, diversions, and bridge
modifications to allow storm-water flow and drainage-system maintenance. It is the most
expensive type of mitigation measure and would therefore require donor support.

(g) Natural resource protection activities – focus on preserving flood plains and watersheds. They
absorb water and serve as filters, thereby performing their natural beneficial functions. These
functions include: storage of flood waters; absorption of flood energy; groundwater recharge;
removal/filtering of excess nutrients, pollutants, and sediments from flood waters, and habitats
for flora and fauna; and recreational and aesthetic opportunities, among others.
(h) Public information – public information aspects of flood mitigation involve the dissemination of
important information to property owners, renters, businesses, and local officials about flooding
hazards and ways to protect people and property from these hazards. These actions are
intended to educate the community and encourage them to be better prepared to face hazards.
Effective ways in which public information have been disseminated in the past in Freetown are:
radio, TV advertisement, and mobile car advert around the city. Other ways in which the public
have been informed around the world are map information, libraries and websites, outreach
projects, technical assistance, and educational programmes.
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3

Erosion, Landslide, and Seismic Risk

3.1

Erosion

3.1.1

Problem description

Erosion in the following refers to water-induced erosion. Wind erosion in Freetown is not of concern.
Erosion is a natural process which usually involves the removal of soil material from where it is
formed or the downward transport of sediment. Natural erosion is part of an ecosystem because it
feeds downstream areas with important nutrients and sediments.
However, excessive erosion is disastrous in several regards: it removes fertile top soil which is
important for agricultural purposes; eroded materials often block drains; it reduces infiltration and
erodes soil around the foundations of buildings which may cause damage, etc. The negative impacts,
dangers, or risks produced on hillsides by dwellings and activities (e.g. stone mining) which
eventually might result in erosion are:
•

Loose large boulders which are difficult to remove are left hanging above neighbourhoods: the
boulders may loosen and roll off causing destruction of houses and death of house occupants;

•

Continuing erosion might undermine building and road foundations causing collapse and
destruction;

•

Deposits of eroded soil may cause infrastructure damage, for example, by blocking roads and
drains;

•

Eroded materials often affect fish and biodiversity, food supply, and use of waterways for
recreation.

3.1.2

Situation analysis

3.1.2.1

Causes of erosion in Freetown

The major cause of erosion in Freetown is man-made. This is related to poor land-use planning and
development control, which then enables dwellers to build anywhere without taking into account
protection of the natural environment or precautions necessary for building techniques on slopes.
The forest cover and soil surface have both been removed for construction, sub-existence farming,
gardening, mining, and commercial wood sale without giving the hillside surface alternative
protection against heavy seasonal rainfalls.
Steep topography – the slopes of the Freetown area vary from steep high hills (30 per cent slope) to
the coastal plain (5 per cent slope). In general the laterite surface layers of the peninsula have proved
competent in supporting buildings within the city. However, the dwellers that have settled on the
hillsides have been constructing by cutting into the hills on one flank and filling on the other flank
creating terraces which are insufficiently reinforced and secured. The exposed side of the slope of
the fill is supposed to be protected from erosion by a rubble wall of gabbro rocks packed closely with
minimum voids then light single-storey buildings are constructed on the terrace.
Below are photos to illustrate erosion in Freetown.
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Figure 3-1:

Erosion resulting from poor land management in Moyiba

Figure 3-2:

Houses built along the hills at Dwarzak We

3.1.2.2

Areas prone to erosion in Freetown

Places where erosion occurs or being considered at risk of erosion in Freetown are:
1.

Denuded hillside, steep cut and dangerous slopes, e.g. Moyiba;

2.

Bare hillsides or hillsides sparsely covered with soil or loose fine particles that rainfall carries
downhill in surface run-off;

3.

Slips where the soil (topsoil and subsoil) on slopes becomes over saturated and unstable
resulting in slides on hillsides;

4.

Slum areas where coast and stream banks experience periodic flooding (e.g. Kroo Bay and the
other bays along the coastline).
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The first three (1), (2) and (3) above are steep terrain whilst (4) is flat. The erosion experienced in
categories (1), (2) and (3) is as a result of slope steepness whilst erosion experienced at (4) is
generally referred to as coast or stream bank erosion. The latter is as a result of reclaiming
wetland/banking of flood-prone areas by cutting stabilising mangrove and other vegetation. This
type of erosion is common especially along the coast in rivers and watercourses with periodic
flooding.
Figure 3-3:

Map showing landslide-prone/-experienced areas of Freetown

3.1.3

Mitigation strategies

3.1.3.1

Administrative action

Lead institutions responsible for implementing soil erosion mitigation measures:
• Ministry of Land, Country Planning and the Environment, MLCPE;
•

Ministry of Works, Housing and Infrastructure, MWHI;

•

Freetown City Council.
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Support institutions:
• Sierra Leone Institution of Engineers;
•

Environment Protection Agency;

•

Conservation Society Sierra Leone;

•

The Sierra Leone Police (to ensure compliance to rules and regulation).

The administrative strategies and actions require co-ordination between Freetown City Council,
Town and Country Planning Department of MLCPE, and the Housing Department of the MWHI. The
co-ordination must aim at strengthening information to the public about existing urban planning
laws and building regulations, improvement of law and regulations, and co-ordinated development
control and law enforcement of building regulations. This will include:
•

Improved mitigation guidelines related to erosion;

•

Implementing and enforcing legislations and regulations that safeguard the natural environment,
such as the greenbelt and Forest National Park in particular;

•

Prepare construction guidelines for building foundations and drainage when building on the
hillsides, which must be fulfilled as condition for obtaining a building permit;

•

Strengthen development control to ensure that no illegal and inappropriate activities take place
that expose bare soil (e.g. deforestation, quarrying, etc.);

•

Establish a soil conservation, erosion, and landslide mitigation committee in the communities
living on the exposed hillsides and support with guidelines;

•

Enable Freetown City Council both technically and financially to be able to improve and take over
development control and building permit administration in the city.

•

Sponsor programmes and awareness-raising campaigns, and projects on erosion mitigation.

3.1.3.2

Technical strategies

To improve preparation of guidelines, mitigation, and development control:
• Assess and model the present erosion in risk areas along the hills, rivers, and coast of Freetown in
co-operation with the communities;
•

Use geotechnical investigation involving mapping, satellite images, borehole drilling, and soil
performance tests to assess the degree of safety of slopes on hills;

•

Design studies to model eroded materials and trace their source within Freetown;

•

Construct gabions and traps at specific locations to minimize sediment transport and deposition
on to roads and drains;

•

Construct graded channels.

3.1.3.3

Environmental strategies

To mitigate soil erosion in the exposed areas the following initiatives must be taken:
1.

Enforce soil conservation by restoration and maintenance of the vegetation and soil cover using
plant litter, mulches, and organic matter as much as possible in order to reduce water run-off
and increase the water infiltration rate.
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2.

Reduce soil erosion through establishment of sediment traps on slopes that will substantially
reduce the flow of suspended sediment loss downhill, as well as construction of silt fences that
trap suspended sediments whilst allowing water to flow through.

3.

Other biological control measures include:

4.

•

Paced planting;

•

Pair planting;

•

Protection forestry.

Education and sensitization:
•

Mass sensitization to the benefits of minimizing pavements on the hilltops and slopes to
roads, walkways and drive-ins;

•

Mass sensitization to the negative effects of deforestation on hill slopes and slopes;

•

Re-vegetation of appropriate areas on the hilltops and slopes;

•

Encourage homeowners to plant trees and construct gardens in their compounds situated
on steep slopes;

•

Include in the school curriculum soil conservation measures and their inherent benefits;

•

Regular radio and TV adverts in all major languages on soil conservation.

3.2

Landslide, mudslide, and rockfall

3.2.1

Problem description

Landslides, mudslide, and rockfall in the following are referred to as ‘landslide’, as causes and
mitigation measures are the same.
Landslide/landslip is the movement of soil and rock down a slope. The lateral extent of a landslide
may vary from 3 metres to greater than 300 metres. Landslides occur when the stability of the slope
changes from a stable to an unstable condition. A change in the stability of a slope can be caused by
a number of factors, acting together or alone. Natural causes of landslides include:
•
•
•
•

Groundwater (pore water) pressure destabilizing the slope;
Loss or absence of vertical vegetative structure, soil nutrients, and soil structure, e.g. after a
wildfire (fire in forests etc. lasting for 3–4 days);
Erosion of the toe of a slope by rivers or ocean waves;
Weakening of a slope through saturation by heavy rains.

Landslides are aggravated by human activities, such as
• Deforestation, cultivation, mining, and construction, which destabilize the already-fragile slopes;
• Vibrations from machinery or traffic;
• Blasting;
• Earthwork which alters the shape of a slope, or which imposes new loads on an existing slope;
• In shallow soils, the removal of deep-rooted vegetation that binds soil to bedrock;
• Construction, agricultural, or forestry activities (logging) which change the amount of water
which infiltrates the soil.
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Figure 3-4:

Sketch of the mechanics in a landslide

Resistance to, and causes of, movement in a slope system
consisting of an unstable block

Presence of water plays an essential role in a landslide as it increases the pore water pressures
within the soil. Movement of rock or soil is generated by the mass of the block of soil and rocks
pulled down the slope by gravity. Resistance to the movement is the load of the soil and rock block
and the resistance within the soil structure; the shear strength. However, when the slope fills with
water, the fluid pressure provides the block with buoyancy, reducing the resistance inside the soil,
and at an unforeseen point the block starts moving.
Landslides are common on the steep slopes mainly due to poor knowledge of technical construction
and drainage methods when constructing buildings and roads on the hill slopes. A recorded landslide
was the major landslide in Charlotte Village in Freetown the 1950s. The landslide displaced the entire
village and claimed lives and properties. It was attributed to heavy rains that acted on denuded land.
Rock falls recently claimed the lives of people at Kissy Brook, Cline Town, Hill Cot Road, Leicester, and
Falcon Bridge.2
3.2.2

Situation analysis

3.2.2.1

Causes and triggers for landslides in Freetown

Freetown Peninsula is composed predominantly of gabbroic rock. It forms steep high hills with a
relatively flat coastal plain consisting of thick laterite soil overlying weathered hard-pan laterite and
gabbro rock. Due to the high rainfall, the hills of the Freetown Peninsula are covered with
widespread thick residual laterite soil and surface boulders overlying the massive gabbro rocks. The
laterite surface layers of the peninsula have proved competent in supporting buildings on the slopes,
which in Freetown vary from the steep high hills (30 per cent slope) to the coastal plain (5 per cent
slope).

2

Draft National Disaster Preparedness and Response Plan, ONS 2012.
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Figure 3-5:

Typical geology profile of the hills of Freetown

Figure 3-6:

Landslide over a village

However, the uncontrollable construction, deforestation, and mining activities on the hillsides leave
the surface open and exposed to landslide, with heavy rainfall triggering landslides. Additionally,
large boulders, which are difficult to remove, are left hanging above the houses. These roll off from
time to time causing the destruction of homes and the deaths of their occupants.
3.2.2.2

Areas at risk of landslide in Freetown

The hilly communities are especially at risk to landslide. Such areas include:
• Charlotte
•

Moyiba
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•

Tengbeh Town

•

Congo Town

•

Dworzark

•

New England Ville

•

Ashobi Corner.

In addition to the above, the following areas have been identified as possible areas at risk of
landslide in the future:
• Slopes alongside House of Parliament, Tower Hill
•

Kissy Bypass

•

Juba Barracks.

Figure 3-7:
onset of erosion

Uncontrolled settlement in Moyiba in Kissy with denuded steep-cut and dangerous slopes with the

Erosion and landslide problems at Moyiba: Moyiba is situated in a hilly area on the eastern side of
the centre of Freetown. A vast amount of uncontrolled development has been taking place and the
hillside is scattered with houses cut into the slopes. Trees have been felled to make room for
construction and the resulting bare slopes result in unstable conditions increasing the risk of
landslides, particularly in the rainy season. Furthermore, the activities associated with the quarry at
the uppermost part of the area exacerbate the situation because these quarry activities also remove
vegetation. The consequence of this is that severe erosion has started from the top of the town,
which causes high silt loads to occur during heavy rains, contaminating the stream and blocking the
downstream channels.
3.2.2.3

Areas at risk of mudslide and rockfall in Freetown

The following areas are at risk of mudslide and rockfall:
• Moyiba quarry
•

Back of PK Oil Mill (Joshua Street, Mission School)

•

Hill Cot Road
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•

Portee/Rokupa Wharf

•

Ashobi Corner, off Blackhall Road

•

Kanikay (back of cement factory)

•

Moa Wharf (back of PCMH)

•

Yandama Farm (Back of Benz Garage)

•

Falcon Bridge

•

Omolay Bush (New England Ville)

•

Congo Town, back of Ephraim Robinson School

•

Granville Brook, back of Racecourse Cemetery

•

Kissy (back of Independence School).

3.2.3

Mitigation techniques

3.2.3.1

Administrative techniques

The administrative mitigation strategies listed under the chapter for erosion also apply here.
Furthermore, education and sensitization of the community is required to prevent excavation and
the removal of boulders, which creates these unstable slopes.
3.2.3.2

Technical measures

More concrete information has to be collected from each landslide-prone area to define the exact
level of risk and the mitigation measures required. It is recommended that the FCC Engineering
Department seeks co-operation with the engineering departments in the universities and, together
with students and the ward communities, initiate a concrete survey of the risks in landslide-prone
areas, identifying the dwellings and families in the risk zones.
The analysis will identify the factors on site that are related to the concrete landslide risks, assess the
landslides that could occur, determine what is the threatened population, and propose concrete
landslide mitigation measures. These measures shall include, among others proposals:
•

Stopping and closing down activities that further destroy the hillside surface;

•

The improvement of earth slopes, building foundations, and rainwater drainage systems;

•

Taking away threatening boulders; and

•

Eventual demolishing of buildings and resettlement if necessary.

The factors that are used for landslide hazard analysis include geomorphology, geology, land
use/land cover, and hydrogeology; and it is important that the students who participate are prepared
for the job. At the same time, the dwellers must be informed properly and understand the eventual
risks related to their location and their houses, as well as necessary construction improvements they
must apply to their properties and drainage systems.
It is equally important that the FCC planning and development control teams are involved in activities
and have access to information to follow up with intense development control in these areas. This
will avoid the situation worsening through inadequate new buildings being erected. They must also
ensure that recommended mitigation measures are being implemented. Furthermore, development
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control must ensure that non-planned settlement does not take place on the hillsides in general. In
this context it is important to have in mind that the surveying of plots and the leasing out of land is
not planning. No building permit should be granted without a previous approved development
scheme or Area Action Plan for where the house is going to be built.
However, landslides do not announce themselves and are very difficult to predict and complicated to
mitigate. Therefor FCC has a serious task in making the population living in the risk area understand
the risk of landslide. Two very recent examples of landslide from 2014 were both extremely
destructive and took place in Washington, USA, and the other in Afghanistan. Both completely
covered neighbourhoods without any warning.
3.2.3.3

Mechanical techniques

Techniques on rock slopes:
Anchor structure
• Positioning of anchors and nails in an unstable rocky hillside;
•

Reinforcement measures generally consist of the introduction of metal elements whose purpose
is to increase the shear strength of the rock and to reduce the stress release created, for
example, following cutting. Reinforcement measures are made up of metal rock nails or anchors.

Geometry modification
• This type of measure is used in those cases in which, below the material to be removed, the rock
face is sound and stable (for example, unstable material at the top of the hillside, rock blocks
thrusting out from the hillside profile, vegetation that can widen the rock joints, rock blocks
isolated from the joints).
Protection measures
• The protection of natural and quarry faces can have two different aims:
1) protecting the rock from alterations;
2) protecting the infrastructure and towns from rockfall.
• It is therefore necessary to identify above all the causes of the alteration or the possibility
of rockfall. In succession, the area of operations needs to be delimited, then the most
suitable procedure identified to solve the problem and, finally, to control the
effectiveness of the measure itself over a period of pre-determined time.
•

The most used passive protection measures are:
1) boulder-gathering trenches at the foot of the hillside;
2) metal containment nets;
3) boulder barriers.

3.2.3.4

Techniques on soil slopes

Geometry modification
Geometric methods include works in which the geometry of the earth slope is changed by reprofiling a slope with the aim of improving its stability. This can be done by lowering the slope or
positioning infill at the foot of the slope. FCC must prepare a simple guide for construction on
hillsides with consideration to cutting earth slopes, among other issues. Earth slopes, for example,
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should be cut with a side slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical slope (equivalent of 66.7 per cent). See
following illustration for a model of how to create a more stable side slope.
Figure 3-8:

Diagram showing hillside slopes of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical slope

Figure 3-9:

Housing blocks on hillside of 31.3%: Used earth slopes are type 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical slope

Draining techniques
• Drainage systems are adopted to reduce the neutral stresses in a potentially unstable hillside. In
terms of safety for global stability, these measures lower the water level inside the soil mass,
which consequently leads to reduction in pore-pressure in the ground and an increase in the
shear strength available – in particular along the potential creep surface. Hydrogeological
methods, in which an attempt is made to lower the groundwater level, or to reduce the water
content of the material by a rainwater drainage system or drainage pipes.
Figure 3-10:

If the slope is covered by supporting concrete and stones, drainage pipes are necessary
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•

Flumes are artificial channels that control the flow of water down a slope and release it into an
area where its impact is reduced. They are often placed at the head of gullies to prevent the
backward erosion of the headwall by water flowing over the top.

•

Debris dams are sited in the floor of gullies. Built of wood planks or tyres, they trap material
moving down the gully floor. Often this technique is used in conjunction with pair planting. The
dams are designed with a wide spillway that allows some storage of water, and in flood
conditions allows a steady and slow release of water over the spillway.

•

Furrows: small channels are ploughed about 10 metres apart across the slope. These divert runoff to grassed waterways, which then feed into natural streams and rivers.

Reinforcement measure
The stabilization of the hillside in terms of an increase in the mechanical characteristics of the
potentially unstable ground can be effected by means of two different approaches:
Insertion of reinforcement elements in the ground
This category of work uses:
• Large-diameter wells supported by one or more crowns of consolidated and possibly reinforced
earth columns;
•

Anchors.

Networks of micro-piles
• The effectiveness of solutions with micro-piles is linked to the possibility of inserting micro-piles
over the whole width of the landslide area. In the case of rotational landslides in soft clay, the
piles contribute to increasing the resisting moment by friction on the upper part of the pile shaft
found in the landslide.
3.2.4

Conclusion

The sprawled uncontrolled development on the hillsides and slopes of Freetown over the past
decade have removed vegetation and exposed soil surfaces to erosion and risk of landslides. FCC
must, in co-operation with responsible government institutions, make serious efforts to regenerate
Freetown’s hillsides and prevent any activities producing negative impacts on the stability of the
hillsides and slope sides, including further mining and tree cutting.
All existing settlements and buildings constructed on landslide-risk land must be surveyed in cooperation with the concerned communities and owners, and eventual needed mitigation measures
must be identified and implemented. Any construction on hillsides considered too steep or prone to
landslide risk shall be prohibited and these steep hillsides should be reforested.
New urban developments on the hillside shall only be permitted after assessment of soil condition in
the specific plot of construction, including geotechnical investigations and soil tests. No building
permits shall be given for construction on the hillsides without the previous preparation of urban
plans for the development of the area, i.e. a Local Plan or an Area Action Plan. Surveyed plots leased
out to users should not be considered as urban planning.
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3.3

Seismic risk

3.3.1

Problem description

Seismic activity, and hence earthquake risk, occurs in the vicinity of the fringes of continental or
oceanic plates. According to the Ministry of Mineral Resources, Geological Surveys Department at
New England in Freetown, Sierra Leone is located far away from major earthquake zones and is
regarded as lying in a quiet zone with regard to seismic activity. Consequently, there is no record of
earthquake or related activity for the past fifty years in Sierra Leone at the Geological Surveys
Department in Sierra Leone.
According to the geological map of Sierra Leone (scale 1: 50,000) from the Geological Surveys
Department there is only one fault line between Aberdeen and Hastings located at the Orugu River
alongside the Freetown Waterloo. Based on this fact, very minor soil instability activity may occur
along the Orugu River fault line, and construction close to the fault must include anti-seismic
reinforcement of construction consisting of: reinforced concrete frame construction with reinforced
concrete foundations, columns, lintels, and beams, as well as well-mixed good concrete.

3.4

Tsunami risk

As mentioned above, Sierra Leone and the neighbouring countries are not seismic areas. However,
the Cape Verde Islands are, and they are located just 1300 km north-west of Freetown. Scientists are
considering the risk that a tsunami might be provoked by volcanic activities on the Cape Verde
Islands, and such a tsunami will reach Freetown directly. The level of risk is impossible to assess and
the time for it to occur is unpredictable. However, a tsunami wave will take 1.5 to 2.4 hours to cross
the sea and the population living in flood-risk areas in Freetown should, with an appropriate warning
system, be able to evacuate themselves by leaving the exposed neighbourhoods. Obviously a
tsunami wave of 10 metres would hit Freetown seriously, with considerable damage on the bay
areas, flooding all creeks, rivers, and streams without warning. All low-lying lands would be flooded.
The mitigation measures would be the same as for very high tides and waves. Preventive
preparedness and an efficient warning system will be of utmost importance.
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4

Deforestation

4.1

Problem description

Deforestation refers to removing forest or trees from land to be used for other purposes, or just
cutting the trees in the forest areas. The Western Area Peninsula was declared a forest reserve in
1916 in order to protect its forest. The Western Area Peninsula Forest Reserve forms the only
remnant of moist closed forest remaining in western Sierra Leone and probably the westernmost in
the Upper Guinean Forest block. Between 150 metres and 971 metres the hills are covered by closed
moist forest, whilst along the coastal strip, the forest vegetation is interrupted by laterite plains
covered by natural grassland.3
The reserve is a catchment for water sources such as Guma Valley Dam and Congo Dams, Babadorie,
Grafton, Hastings and Benguema among others. However, the Western Area Peninsula is seriously
threatened by ongoing deforestation for charcoal burning and farming, stone extraction, and other
construction. These still-ongoing processes have led to a decline in habitat and biodiversity, wood for
fuel and industrial use, and ultimately, quality of life.

4.2

Situation analysis

Historically, land-cover change has been a continuous feature of the Western Area Peninsula.
Between 1974 and 2000, the settlement areas more than doubled from 26.1 to 52.5 km².
Deforestation in the Western Area has been exacerbated by ineffective policies and lack of law
enforcement by the responsible authorities. The entire outskirts of the Western Area Peninsula had
undergone deforestation, leaving only the heart of the Peninsula as green forest. Consequently, the
original forest cover has decreased considerably (see Figure 4-1). The Forest boundary was pushed
south by 5 km.
Despite the move by Ministry of Lands, Country Planning and the Environment to prevent further
deforestation by creating the Western Area Forest National Park – demarcated by a red line in Figure
7 – deforestation continues undisturbed on a large scale in the stretch of land alongside the Regent–
Grafton road currently under construction. Environmental issues have generally been given low
priority and little funding in Government departments, which has ultimately undermined their ability
to implement policies and projects.
Land prices in the centre of Freetown are presently high and only a small percentage of the residents
in Freetown can afford to buy land. This has resulted in people seeking land in the outskirts of
Freetown. Residents in Freetown complain 4 that the corresponding authorities lease land out
illegally. It is also noted that the Forestry Commission (in MAFFS) has consistently complained about
these jurisdictional intrusions but has generally lacked the power to intercede.

3
4

Moninger (2014).
Munro (2009).
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Figure 4-1:

Map showing extent of deforestation on the fringes of the Western Area Peninsula and the WAPFOR
proposal for a protection zone around the part of the original remaining forest
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Conflation of responsibilities has existed between the MLCPE and MAFFS, and has resulted in an
inadequate and inefficient management of the forest reserve on the Freetown Peninsula.
Urban expansion into the hills and mountainous area is widely known by the authorities and the
general population, but action to address these issues according to the law is still lacking.
4.2.1

Causes and consequences of deforestation in Freetown

Deforestation in Freetown is attributable to human activity. Due to high population pressure in
Freetown, Regent, Babdori, and Waterloo the settlements expand far into the hills and into the
forest reserve. The main reason is the high value of the forest-edging lands in those areas; they are
subject to land speculation and development of expensive housing developments.
Charcoal production supports the vast majority of the population with daily cooking energy and
consumes a huge amount of wood which is cut in a non-sustainable manner. Furthermore, wood is
cut as building material and forest land is used for stone mining, which leads to an additional
decrease of forest cover.
Figure 4-2:

Present state of Western Area Peninsula showing decreasing forest cover: The red line indicates new
boundary for forest reserve

In addition to areas already deforested, there are areas which are presently prone to further
deforestation as a result of unplanned continued urbanization and poor land use. These areas are
Grafton through to Hastings, Regent Village, the inner part of the forest reserve alongside the new
Regent–Hastings road under construction, and around Orugu farm.
Another important cause of concern that influences deforestation in the Western Area Peninsula
Forest Reserve is poverty and a lack of alternative sources of livelihood for a population which
resides within the vicinity of the reserve and contributes to the encroachment and deforestation of
the Forest Reserve.
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If not addressed efficiently and constantly, deforestation results in destruction of forest, loss of
biodiversity and its ecological function, the exposing of soil with subsequent soil loss through
erosion, which then results in significant reduction of water resources, and an increasing risk of
landslide.

4.3

Mitigating deforestation techniques

The strategies required to combat deforestation can be categorized into two: (i) administrative
action and (ii) physical action taken on the sites.
4.3.1

Administrative action

The following institutions should be responsible for dealing with deforestation:
a. Lead institutions
• Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Food Security (MAFFS);
•

National Commission for the Environment and Forestry (NaCEF);

•

Ministry of Lands, Country Planning and the Environment (MLCPE).

b. Support Institutions
• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA);
•

Conservation society;

•

Local communities;

•

Environmental non-governmental organizations and the media;

•

Rep. Sierra Leone Armed Forces & Sierra Leone Police (to ensure compliance wherever and
whenever necessary).

The key players of these institutions should:
• Draft appropriate rules and regulations regarding use of the forest;
•

Enforce forestry legislation;

•

Prepare policies for Parliament to enact so that the local governments can enforce development
control and the private sector companies dealing with the forest are more responsible in
exploitation of the resources from the forest. The legislation should include penalties for
companies who do not act responsibly.

4.3.2

Necessary action to be taken

Strategies and actions for reducing deforestation should be focused on four broad fronts: (i) conserve
the remaining tropical rain forest; (ii) prepare land-use plans with clear distinction between land for
forest and land for urban development, and enforce rigorously existing law and protection
regulations; (iii) improve the socio-economic status of the population that depends on forests for its
livelihood; and (iv) ensure awareness-raising and inclusion of stakeholders and local populations in
conservation projects.
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4.3.2.1

Conserve the remaining forest

The corresponding authorities must prepare a forest conservation programme with the aim of
conserving remaining tropical forests and contribute to sustainable development. The programme
must have specific objectives, namely to (i) achieve zero net deforestation against a target year (e.g.
by 2020), (ii) expand areas of forest conservation by creating protected forest areas, (iii) identify and
map areas for forest conservation, (iv) promote sustainable production systems, and (v) strengthen
capacities for the conservation of the different actors related to it. The forest conservation
programme should include guidelines for the protection of strategic local forests with great
aesthetic, medicinal, scientific, and cultural values and convert them into protected national forests.
The forest conservation programme should include policies for a sustainable use of the forest areas
and penalties for companies and communities who do not act responsibly.
4.3.2.2

Prepare land-use plans for the Western Area Peninsula

The national land-use planning authority must prepare a plan for the peninsula area with the exact
information of actual land uses using GIS. The plan must be the basis for management and coordination of activities related to the forest areas on the Western Area Peninsula. The plan must
identify the different zones indicating permitted land use such as protected forest, forest, protected
coastal areas, different zones for eco-tourism and tourism, zones for mixed urban-land uses and
development, as well as mining and industrial zones.
Any public or private intervention or development shall follow the land-use development plan, which
includes regulations for the specific development of the zones. No development or building permit
must be given contradicting the plan. The MLCPE and the Ministry of Works, Housing and
Infrastructure (MWHI), will be responsible for the preparation of the plan and concrete building
regulations. Furthermore, the MLCPE in co-operation with the Waterloo District Council and FCC will
be responsible for detailed Local Plans as well as development control, with the purpose of stopping
encroachment and illegal unplanned settlement activities in and around the forest area.
4.3.2.3

Improve livelihoods and the socio-economic status of the forest-dependent population

Local people who depend on forests for cultivation and firewood should be given economic
incentives to implement conservation initiatives. Such initiatives could include the initiation of
afforestation programmes and tree planting. This approach was successfully implemented in
Madagascar 5 and has resulted in increased forest cover across the country. Alternative and
sustainably managed new forest sources for forest products, including construction wood and
charcoal, should be defined and implemented in co-operation with the forest communities.
4.3.2.4

Awareness-raising and stakeholder and community support for protection of forest
resources

The protection of the forest area must include general awareness-raising such as broadcasting
regular radio and TV adverts in all languages in the country to communicate the importance of
maintaining the forest reserve and the negative consequences of destroying it.
The forest conservation programme should involve all local communities and the private sector
businesses – including among others, tourism, eco-tourism, woodcutting, fish smoking, and mining –
5

WAPFOR Project 2013.
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in the protection efforts for the use of the peninsula’s resources and the natural environment.
Furthermore, the companies that extract resources for commercial use from the forest should be
invited to training and dialogue: meetings with the purpose of involving them in the protection of the
forest, ensuring that the companies operate in a sustainable manner.
The programme shall also lobby against companies that are not environmentally responsible on the
issue of deforestation and mining. Civil society can mount a campaign against using products made
by these companies. If enough people do this, a company may get the message that they need to
become more environmentally conscious.
It is also necessary to undertake initiatives to encourage the reduction of products which come from
forests: for example, harvesting trees for charcoal production should be substituted by greater use of
gas.
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5

Environmental Assessment of Bays, Creeks, and Mangroves

5.1

Mangroves

5.1.1

Problem description

Mangroves are woodlands with trees reaching up to 20 metres in height that grow in tropical and
subtropical intertidal zones. Forest mangroves are among the most productive and biologically
complex ecosystems on earth. They trap and recycle various organic materials, chemical elements,
and important nutrients in the coastal ecosystem. Mangroves provide one of the basic food chain
resources for marine organisms. They serve as storm buffers by reducing wind and wave action in
shallow shoreline areas. The mangroves provide physical habitat and nursery grounds for a wide
variety of marine organisms, as well as safety and protection from predators for many marine
animals, sheltering crabs, shrimps, fish, etc. Oysters cling to mangrove roots and the juveniles and
the fry of fin fish are also seen in the forests. The marine animals have important commercial value.
Figure 5-1:

Mangrove and woodland on Tassoh Island

Birds roost in the forest mangrove canopy and migratory birds shelter in their branches. The Sierra
Leone River Estuary is an important bird habitat. A total of 36 wader species have been recorded in
the estuary and numbers are known to exceed 20,000. This is one of the four major sites for
wintering waders in the country. Concentrations are usually found along the banks of the Bunce
River and Aberdeen Creek, where mangrove provides suitable roosting sites. Monkeys were also
common in the forest because the seeds produced by the mangrove are edible and serve as a source
of food. Today they can still be found on Tasso Island.
The Sierra Leone River has an extensive fringe of shrubby mangroves which are very important and
of high economic value. These mangroves are high in concentration in places such as Aberdeen
Creek, Goderich, Orugu/Jui creek, Allen Town, Foamex, Congo Water, and Oku Water; all sited within
the municipality.
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The mangrove areas are presently utilized in a non-sustainable manner and threatened by a variety
of human activities. Mitigating the threat of this resource is about more than just conservation. As
mangrove resources are lost and coastal population increases, preserving mangrove areas will be
crucial for maintaining coastal stability through protecting the coast and avoiding erosion.
5.1.2

Situation analysis

5.1.2.1

Activities that lead to environmental degradation of the mangroves

Illegal dwelling and sand mining
Mangrove land is mainly threatened by encroachment of the coastal communities who illegally bank
deposited waste on to land of for constructing dwellings. When interviewed, many inhabitants
argued that the heads of the communities had got licences from the Government before settling
down in these areas.
Sand mining is a major activity in mangrove swamps especially at Bottom Oku where it is one of the
main sources of livelihood for the inhabitants in this community. Both men and women are fully
engaged in sand mining for their living. The sand is being extracted from the bank and almost
completely without any control. The manner and rate at which sand mining is done at Bottom Oku is
extremely alarming and could lead to the loss of the entire section of the community’s land. The
buyers provide the means of transportation from the site.
Figure 5-2:

Sand-mining activities at Bottom Oku
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Figure 5-3:

Map of current green areas and mangrove in Freetown
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Legend of the map of current green areas and mangrove in Freetown

Tree cutting
Mangrove timber has traditionally been used for the construction of houses, furniture, and boats.
Cutting down of mangrove trees for smoking of fish and clearing of forest for farming is also a key
activity in the swamps. For instance, at Congo Water and Foamex the forest is being cleared
excessively for farming and of wood for smoking respectively. Woodcutters move outside their
vicinity during high tides by night in boats and cut the strong and mature mangrove poles. The
mangrove trees inside the vicinity are too small or not mature enough to be used for larger
commercial scale. In some areas, young and immature mangroves are used for fuel in burning cockle
shells to make “native” (local) white wash. Trees when cut are burned and converted to charcoal. At
Congo Water, a large portion of the mangrove swamp has being cleared for farming. This cleared
portion is mostly used for rice farming during the rains. During the dry season the women utilize the
banks for vegetable gardens. Large trunks off mangrove wood are also used for boat making and
dugout canoes in nearby villages.

Figure 5-4:

Mangroves already cut for fuel wood purchase
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Due to the continual cutting down of trees, very few mature mangroves are seen. The effect of this is
seen in the gradual disappearance of the monkeys in the forest who were the original inhabitants.
Logging of trees has had an adverse on the wader birds because their site for wintering has been
destroyed. This is clearly seen at Aberdeen Creek which used to be their wintering site.
Figure 5-5:

Mangrove soil used as banking to create water channel

Mining of the soil at the mangrove
Mining of the soil at the mangrove swamps to construct barriers (banking) is another activity to
prevent the water from entering their flood-prone homes or their farmland. For instance, at Congo
Water, the soil is used to stop the flow of the river using its normal route thereby preventing the
water from invading their farms. In other places the soil is used to raise walls and to make building
blocks.
The soil which people remove acts as anchorage for the mangrove plants, holding the plants firmly in
the ground. Removal of the soil means uprooting the mangrove trees. Removing soil also destroys
the natural habitat of macro- and micro-organisms, which are crucial for biological activity. One of
the most important roles of these organisms is decomposition which is very vital in order for the food
chain to function.
The removal of the soil by the people themselves furthermore produces erosion of their own land as
they expose the banks to erosion during high tides and heavy rainfall. When the trees and roots are
missing the water flows easily and takes further soil away.
Poor fishing and hunting practices
Unsustainable fishing methods and habits are also prevalent in mangrove communities. During low
tides women fish both the juvenile and mature fish stocks. This poses a danger as fishing juveniles
could cause a depleted fish stock in the future.
The cutting down of trees to remove oysters and shrimps, which cling to the trunks of the trees,
causes destruction of the oysters and gradually exposes the soil and the organisms embedded in it
to direct sun rays. Erosion follows and destroys the ecological balance in the mangrove forest.
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Pollution
Wider scale degradation is taking place caused by pollution from sewage effluents and the
indiscriminate dumping of solid waste with run-off and seepage of sewage in the mangrove areas.
Debris from land is being washed down the swamps where it is trapped by the mangrove roots.
Pollution adversely affects mangrove swamps. It degrades the quality of the plant life and the water
in the swamp, which in turn adversely affects the insects and animals that also live there. The roots
of the mangroves easily become clogged with man-made sediments and other pollution. Occasional
oil spills from mechanical activities such as car-repair and outboard-engine workshops also causes
pollution of mangrove swamps.
5.1.3

Mitigation strategies

5.1.3.1

Administrative strategies

The government institutions bearing responsibility for management and protection of the mangrove
forests are:
• Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Food Security;
•

Ministry of Marine Resources;

•

Ministry of Lands, Country Planning and the Environment;

•

Ministry of Mineral Resources;

•

Ministry of Tourism and Cultural Affairs;

•

The Environmental Protection Agency.

These institutions need to co-ordinate their efforts to:
• Use the existing laws for protection of the existing mangrove forest and prepare policies,
guidelines, and regulations for the formal and informal business allowed to take place in the
mangrove forest.
•

Prepare a mangrove development plan which includes the Freetown and Tasso Island mangrove
forests, and identify the mangrove areas to be protected and those which might be used
commercially.

•

Resettle all flood-prone communities in the protected mangrove areas and strengthen law
enforcement to ensure that the communities do not develop further or return.

•

Support any project for sustainable management of the mangrove with corresponding law
enforcement and development control.

•

Implement existing laws such as:
o the Forestry Act 1988 and corresponding regulations of 1990 – these provide for the
management and development of all forest resources including mangroves.
o the Wildlife Conservation Act 1992 which sets a legal framework for the protection of wildlife
and the creation of protected areas in the country, providing definitions and management
objectives for strict nature reserves, national parks, game reserves and sanctuaries,
controlled hunting areas, and non-hunting forest reserves.
o the Fisheries Management and Development Act 1988 which provides the framework for the
regulation of fishing activities. The Environmental Protection Act 2000 makes reference to the
coastal environment. The National Environmental Policy (NEP) that was approved by cabinet
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in 1990 has specific areas that relate to mangrove management, such as: land tenure, land
use and soil conservation, coastal and marine resources, public participation, institutional and
governmental arrangements, legal arrangements, etc.
5.1.3.2

Environmental, education, and social strategies

•

Support awareness-raising activities in the mangrove-related communities through active groups
working for mangrove re-establishment activities. Involve university students from the relevant
departments in the activities and support the communities mainly responsible for seed and
seedling collection, setting up mangrove nurseries and their maintenance, transportation of seed
material, ground preparation, and planting and aftercare operations. Active members in these
groups should be young people and the activities might be seen in an employment-creation
context with support from national and international natural environment supporting NGOs.

•

Promote a programme for Freetown schools around the need for sustainable management of the
mangrove forests and if possible set up mangrove and natural environment protection clubs for
awareness-raising and eventual support for replanting activities.

•

Support women in the mangrove communities with micro-credit programmes to engage them in
sustainable types of mangrove commercial activities or alternative occupations. The purpose is to
extract them from the logging and sand-mining activities.

•

Vocational training centres close to the mangrove communities should prepare special training
courses in order for the mangrove community members to find alternative occupations.

5.2

Creeks

5.2.1

Problem description

Creeks are part of a stream affected additionally by the tides from the ocean. They can be relatively
dry to muddy channels with little or no flow at low tides, but with significant depth of water at high
tides.
Figure 5-6:

Aberdeen Creek
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Creeks in Freetown, Sierra Leone are mostly considered as tidal creeks with aquatic habitat consisting
of a waterway with variable salinity and electrical conductivity over a tidal cycle. They have unique
biota associations of being important habitats for fish, aquatic insects, birds, and mammals.
There are several precious creeks around the Western Area Peninsula Forest such as the Sussex
Creek and River Two. In Freetown there are two creeks, namely the Aberdeen and Wellington creeks.
The Aberdeen Creek is the widest and most treasured creek in the Freetown municipality. It is a key
leisure site for the population in Freetown and a main visitor attraction for the tourists, located
behind the Lumley and Aberdeen beaches. The creek starts from Aqua in Murray Town, then goes
through Cockle Bay, Thompson Bay and round the Lumley and Aberdeen beach, and ends at Pelican,
Aberdeen.
Wellington Creek is found at the east end of Freetown. During high tides, water from the sea stops at
180 metres from the edge of the creek, and at low tides the creek falls completely dry.
5.2.2

Activities that lead to environmental degradation of the creeks

5.2.2.1

Pollution

Presently, Creeks in Freetown are under threat from the pollution from nearby urban areas and even
used as dumping grounds, as well as being encroached on by slum dwellers – exacerbating the risk to
flood-prone communities. Residents living in the communities around the creek are involved in
small-scale fishing/inshore fishing during high tides, and harvesting of cockles, crabs, and oysters
during low tides.
Figure 5-7:

Wellington Creek

Pollution rates on the creek around the Cockle Bay community are high. People in this community
have been using the creek as a dumping site and a way of getting rid of their liquid waste through
seepage and sewerage systems. The waste is toxic to flora and fauna in the water and could lead to
the degradation of species. The NGO Oxfam has supported the Cockle Bay community with toilet
facilities in order to stop people from polluting the water and destroying the aquatic life found in it.
The Aberdeen Creek communities are fast approaching the midpoint of the creek. This has led the
Environment Protection Agency to take a first step and demarcate a line to stop inhabitants from
occupying portions of the creek.
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The Thompson Bay community still lacks toilet facilities. No official environmental protection agency
has intervened so far. Representatives from the community6 frequently report malaria and diarrhoea
among the community members in the flood-prone communities.
The Wellington Creek is currently a depressing sight as piles of rubbish – mostly kitchen waste, plastic
bags, empty containers, and scrap materials – are being dumped into the creek, thereby causing
destructive waste and a mosquito-breeding site, instead of a breeding and spawning ground for
human-friendly marine organisms. Residents use the solid waste as banking materials and the creek
rearing for pigs. They have no proper toilet facilities and no place for a dumping site. Solid waste is
disposed of in their surroundings.
5.2.2.2

Sand mining

There are also some sand-mining activities taking place at the centre of Aberdeen Creek during low
tide. Usually, the sand from the creek is used for construction and is a source of income. Sand mining
also takes place at Thompson Bay, next to the Cockle Bay community.
5.2.2.3

Construction

The Aberdeen Creek is also encroached on by hotel and restaurant construction entering the creek
from the seaward side. Furthermore, the Creek in front of Aberdeen is built up with flood-prone
dwellings and dwellings under construction in areas. As a result of the construction activities, the
creek breeding sites have been destroyed.
The MLCPE has demarcated the area in order to stop people from encroaching into the creek.
However, residents from the Cockle Bay and Thompson Bay communities still intrude in the creek in
search of sand and removal of mud soil. A part of the creek known as the Kingston at Aberdeen has
been occupied by encroachers living on banked land although the place is flood-prone and without
any access road.
5.2.2.4

Flooding risk and erosion

In addition to living in unhealthy communities, the communities in the creeks are prone to flooding
and sea erosion. Normally, the sea hits land and erodes the topsoil during heavy storms and high
tidal currents, exposing the communities to the sea and reducing the land. To protect the
communities from any natural disaster brought via the sea, there is an ongoing project by the
National Commission for Social Action (NaCSA) to protect the communities from the sea by building a
fence.
5.2.3

Mitigation strategies

5.2.3.1

Administrative strategies

•

6

A land-use plan should be prepared for the two creeks in Freetown, identifying the use of the
creek land and the coast along the creek. The protection and sustainable management of the
mangrove resources in the creek, as well as flood protection and mitigation measures, must be
major issues to attend to. The plan must include detailed building regulations and a plan for the
upgrading of the area.
Chief Alimamy Fofanah, a resident of the Thompson Bay community.
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•

The existing urban planning and environmental protection laws must be fully used to enforce
development control and avoid further encroachment and degradation of the urban and natural
environment in and around the creeks.

5.2.3.2

Environmental and social strategies

•

The population and education centres in Freetown must be made aware of the natural values
existing in the creeks and the present dangers of destruction of these values. Communication
must also involve radio and TV.

•

Protection and monitoring of resources of the creeks should be enforced and development
control strengthened to avoid further destruction and encroachment into the creeks.

•

Taking over the responsibilities from central government, the Urban Health Sanitation
Department in FCC must ensure that proper health sanitary standards are being met by families’
construction of dwellings in and around the creeks. National NGOs and the private sector should
be encouraged to invest in this area.

•

FCC must also ensure the availability of adequate and appropriate solid-waste deposit and
collection systems around the creeks, avoiding dumping directly into the creeks. No final solidwaste deposit should take place in or around the creek.

•

Awareness should be raised among the community members living around the creeks that any
construction with the lowest floor level of less than 4.0 metres above daily average sea water
levels is prone to and at risk of flooding at any time, and resettlement should be recommended
to any family living under this risk.

•

The sanitation systems along the creeks should be improved with no septic tank tap or outlet less
than 4.0 metres above average daily sea levels. Resettlement should be planned for communities
which cannot meet these standards, and re-establishment of creeks that have been destroyed
(e.g. Wellington creek) to prevent further damage to the creeks should also be planned. Public
toilets with watertight septic tanks could be constructed for the communities with outlet and tap
at least 4.0 metres over daily average seawater levels.

•

Provision of potable water to the creek communities is of utmost importance to avoid diarrhoea
among the community members and outbreaks of cholera.

•

Creating macro-credit schemes for resource users in order to stop residents from overexploiting
and mismanaging the resources of the creeks.

5.3

Bays

5.3.1

Problem description

The bays are found in the central and western area along the coast within the Freetown municipality
and present an attractive part of the Freetown urban profile and landscape. The municipality has five
prominent bays, which are: Susan’s Bay, Kroo Bay, Destruction Bay, Cockle Bay, and Pirate Bay.
At the same time as the bays being an attraction for Freetown, they also present serious challenges
for urban health and sanitation, leaving communities living in the bays exposed to flooding risks and
vulnerable to diseases. Furthermore, the low level of health and sanitation in the bay communities
puts the Freetown population as a whole at risk of epidemics such as cholera during the rainy season.
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5.3.2

Activities that lead to low levels of urban health and sanitation in the bays

The low level of health and sanitation facilities, as well as environmental pollution, are a major
problem in the various bay communities. For instance, Susan’s Bay, Destruction Bay, and Kroo Bay all
have limited access to toilet services and a good water supply, which provides challenging conditions
for personal hygiene.
5.3.2.1

Atmospheric pollution

Unlike the mangrove and creek communities, Kroo Bay also suffers pollution by smoke from burning
of waste at the nearby King Tom dump site. The smoke is a problem and has a detrimental effect on
health, especially in children living in the vicinity of the dump site.
Figure 5-8:

Photo showing children bathing in polluted water at Kroo Bay

Figure 5-9:

Photo showing open defecation and pig feeding on waste at Kroo Bay
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Figure 5-10:

Photo showing poor sanitation practice in drainage

There are a lot of offensive smells in Susan’s Bay. This is mainly associated with rotting garbage,
overflowing pit latrines, and stagnant water. In Susan’s Bay, because the pathways and surrounding
roads are not paved, dust is easily generated especially during the dry season. Dust enhances eye
infections and often irritates the skin. Major health risks such as chronic bronchitis and emphysema
have been associated with the domestic use of polluting fuel in dwellings with poor ventilation.
5.3.2.2

Pollution due to poor sanitation

Solid-waste disposal is a major challenge to the residents of bay communities. The commonest way
the locals dispose of their domestic waste is by throwing it into the sea and nearby drains, which has
negative effects on the residents due to pollution. For example, Kroo Bay has a big stream flowing
into the Sierra Leone River where most of the household and toilet waste is disposed of. During the
day children and pigs are seen bathing in the water; water-borne diseases are easily contracted
(Figures 5.4 and 5.5). Residents revealed that they usually bank the water with sticks where they
deposit their waste until it becomes solid ground.
There is no proper drainage within Susan’s Bay and Kroo Bay; only Destruction Bay has drainage
passing by the settlement coming from the hillside. However, not many people have access to it.
Open drainage is very common around these communities and residents dispose of their water
waste in surface drains and on walkways. This stagnant smelly water provides an excellent breeding
ground for mosquitoes and houseflies. During the rainy season, run-off water in surface drainage
collects rubbish including human waste and deposits it into the open drainage system. This delay of
fast movement within the settlement poses a real health hazard and further pollutes the
environment. Bay communities are tagged as one of the most flood-prone communities in Freetown.
Toilet facilities are deplorable. According to a resident from Susan’s Bay, the community currently
has two public toilets serving a population of 12,000 inhabitants. One is reported to be functioning,
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but is in a very bad condition in terms of its hygiene and cleanliness, whilst the other is almost unfit
for use. Some of the people in the communities use polythene bags or the sea to defecate in.
5.3.2.3

Fire disaster risk

The bay communities are at risk of fire outbreak due to the congestion of houses, which also make it
difficult for firefighters to reach houses in the event of a fire.
5.3.3

Mitigation strategies

5.3.3.1

Administrative strategies

The general strategies prescribed for the mangrove and creek communities also apply to bay
communities. FCC and the responsible national authorities have to enforce development control and
initiate the preparation of urban upgrading plans for the bay communities. Families in flood-prone
dwellings have to be resettled as no economically feasible technical solution will be available for
these low areas against flooding. The following are recommended:
•

Enforce development control to ensure that no additional dwellings are being built in the low bay
communities prone to flooding.

•

Prepare and implement resettlement of the families living in the areas under levels of 4.0 metres
above daily average seawater levels.

•

In co-operation with NGOs initiate urban upgrading projects in areas above levels of 4.0 metres
over daily average seawater levels. Urban upgrading includes the planning of access roads for fire
brigade vehicles, location of solid-waste collections points, building of a safe rainwater drainage
system and sewerage system. Build sufficient numbers of modern and well-functioning public
toilets at levels above 4.0 metres over the daily average sea-water levels and install drinking
water taps according to the number of the population.

•

Demarcate settlement boundaries for the bays and ensure that new settlement does not take
place in future on land lower than the demarcation lines.

5.3.3.2

Environmental and social strategies

•

Raise awareness of the need for urban upgrading of the bay communities, involving community
organizations and members, with special attention paid to the involvement of young people and
school students.

•

Strengthen awareness of the need for resettlement of all dwellings in flood-prone areas and
promote better perspectives for settling down in other areas of the city.

•

Promote a loan scheme for house owners and encourage them to rebuild their properties with
additional flats for rent to families to be resettled from the bay communities.

•

Improve health care in all the bay communities. Raise awareness of the health risks of living
there, especially to the younger generation.
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6

Risk from Solid Waste

6.1

Problem description

There are officially two main open solid-waste dump sites in Freetown, namely the King Tom and
Granville Brook dump sites and an informal one in Bottom Oku at Wellington.
The King Tom dump site was established in the 1940s. It sits on the estuary of the Congo River where
it empties into Man of War Bay between Ascension Town Road and King Tom Community. The King
Tom dump site serves the western and central sectors of Freetown. The site supports a growing
community engaged in scavenging materials at the site and selling mangrove wood for cooking fuel.
The area is built upon a creek which once was an integral part of an intertidal brackish-water
ecosystem with mangrove vegetation.
The Granville Brook dump site (also called Eastern Dump Site) has been in operation since the late
1980s. It is located in a deep valley of the Granville Brook River along the Bai Bureh Road within a
residential area and surrounded by fully urbanized communities. It serves the eastern sector of
Freetown. The site is bordered to the east by the valley wall and to the south by the Waterloo Road.
The west of the site is limited by the Granville Brook stream channel and is open ended to the north
where Granville Brook joins the Sierra Leone River.
Both dump sites receive all categories of hazardous and non-hazardous waste (i.e. domestic,
hospital, industrial). Open dumping practice causes the pollution of ground water through run-offs
and seepage through sub-soil as well as by polluting the air through open burning. Also of public
health concern are the communities involved in the rampant scavenging on waste heaps for valuable
recyclable materials.
There are more than 45 waste transit points in Freetown. These are unevenly distributed. Generally,
there are more transit points in the west compared to the east. As a result, domestic and other types
of waste are more often left unattended on the streets in the eastern part of Freetown compared to
the western part.
Due to the severe health and environmental hazards produced by the dump sites, it is proposed
urgently to prioritize, plan, and initiate their transfer to alternative locations prepared for dumping of
final solid waste following modern standards. With a similarly improved and modernized solid-waste
collection system, any health threats from solid-waste management with regard to Freetown’s
population will be reduced considerably.

6.2

Institutional and legislative frameworks for waste management in
Freetown

The legal framework for waste management in Freetown is old and inconsistent. One of the main
existing texts in effect is the Public Health Ordinance, which has not been reviewed since 1978. Over
the years there have been continued changes in the institutions responsible for leadership in regard
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to waste management. It has moved from the Ministry of Health and Sanitation (MOHS), to FCC, then
to the Ministry of Youth and Sports. Recently, the responsibility has been handed back to FCC.
Figure 6-1:

Illustration of the water pollution into the sea from the dump sites in Freetown

Presently, waste management is currently jointly managed by the Environmental Health Division
(EHD) of the Ministry of Health and Sanitation, “Klin Salone” – a private non-governmental
organization – the Freetown Solid Waste Management Company (FSWMC), and Freetown City
Council. This current organization of waste collection was established by FCC in 2006 with the
support of German International Co-operation (GIZ) and the World Bank. The FSWMC was created
within the framework of an emergency-phase operation for waste management.
With regard to solid waste environmental laws, there is duplication between FCC and the MOHS.
Legal documents such as by-laws have not yet been published. Besides the National Health Policy
published in October 2002 and the MOHS’s draft Environmental Health Policy developed as an
addendum to the latter, there is no clear policy on medical waste in Sierra Leone.
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6.3

Analysis of risks at the dump sites and transit points

6.3.1

Description of risks at the dump sites and transit points

The following risk can be outlined for both the King Tom and Granville dump sites:
1.

At the King Tom, Granville, and Bottom Otu dump sites, there is no base or top seal to prevent
the flow of leachates to underground water or rivers or the infiltration of water into the waste.
At the King Tom dump site, leachate seeps into White Man’s Bay where it mixes with discharges
of raw sewage effluent from sludge drying ponds on the same site. This results in the spread of
contagious and water-borne diseases into soil and water.

2.

Waste is dumped indiscriminately, left untreated, and uncovered. This results in infestations by
rats, flies, and other pests that sometimes spread to nearby areas carrying germs to residents
living in the vicinity of the dump site.

3.

Recently, there has been an increase in metal markets, notably in China. Metal scraps are bought
from locals who scavenge dump sites in search of metal scraps and in the process contract
infectious diseases. Barefooted children are often seen scavenging waste for recyclable
materials.

4.

People set fire to waste in order to separate metals from other materials. These fires constitute
an important nuisance, releasing toxic chemical fumes such as dioxins and furans, as well as
creating a risk of fire outbreak.

5.

Scavengers search for lead from batteries and other recyclable materials in waste heaps and in
the process contract diseases from working alongside decomposing animal carcasses.

6.

Very pungent gases such as hydrogen sulphide are toxic to inhale and are also of great nuisance
to the people living in the vicinity of the site and to the frequent passers-by.

7.

Deliberate fires are started on old waste dumps to create room for new incoming waste, as well
as for unofficial gardening practices. As a result of the fire, smog is left in the air for days.

8.

The dump sites are a source of acidity to nearby streams and rivers.7 In addition, pH-levels of soil
around the dump site, as well as at various locations along the stream, are acidic in nature. One
possible source of acidity identified at both dump sites is the anthropogenic deposits of used
dry-cell and car batteries containing acidic electrolytes seen on waste heaps which leached into
the subsoil, underground waters, and nearby waters.

9.

The dump sites are a source of metals and other pollutants which leach into the subsoil and
underground waters of the dump sites. Accumulation of toxic metals such as lead, copper, zinc,
and nickel exceed the accepted threshold in fish, and have been reported8 due to high levels of
metals in the nearby streams, which possibly leached from the King Tom dump site.

10. Leachates and run-offs emanating from the dumping sites infiltrate the soil beneath as well as
flow into the nearby streams. They deposit pollutants in the process, especially in the bay, which
is a major source of water for domestic purposes for people residing close to the site when tap
water is unavailable. At a location at the back of the King Tom Cemetery, close to the King Tom
Dumpsite, there is an underground spring which, although it only supports water flow during the
rainy season, showed high levels of pollutants. The result suggests seepage and infiltration of

7
8

Frazer-Williams et al. (2011) reported acidic nature of waters in streams along the King Tom dump site.
Barry (2003).
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leachates into subsoil of the dump site and into the groundwater, thus highlighting the high risk
of groundwater pollution in the King Tom area.
11. There are health risks to operating staff at the site, Klin Salone, FCC and community members
involved in scavenging, especially when waste contains hazardous hospital waste including
syringes/sharps.
6.3.2

Spatial distribution of risk relating to waste management in Freetown

As it is managed today, solid waste presents severe environmental health risks for residents in
Freetown. Communities close to the dump sites are at greater risk than those farther away. For
instance, residents of King Tom, Ascension Town, and Congo Town that live in the vicinity of the King
Tom Dump Site suffer from dust, smoke, odours, and fly problems. The recent cholera epidemic in
Sierra Leone recorded greater incidences in the neighbourhoods closer to the solid-waste dump sites
than in other areas. One contributing factor to this observation is that there are a greater number of
slums and sub-standard settlements that are closest to the dump sites. Studies shows that
environmental health risks related to solid waste is very low in communities where people can both
afford a better standard of living and practise household solid-waste management.9
6.3.3

Risk assessment at the dump sites

An advanced Risk Index Procedure Assessment10 has been used assessing the potential risk/hazard of
the King Tom and Granville Brook dump sites. The Risk Index considers and weights the following
attributes:
• Distance from nearest water supply source;
•

Depth of filling of waste;

•

Area of the dump site;

•

Groundwater depth;

•

Permeability of soil;

•

Ground water quality;

•

Distance to critical habitats such as wetlands and reserved forest;

•

Distance to nearest airport;

•

Distance from surface water body;

•

Clay content of underlying soil;

•

Life of the site for future use;

•

Type of waste;

•

Total quantity of waste at site;

•

Quantity of waste disposed;

•

Distance to nearest village in the predominant wind;

•

Flood period in years;

•

Annual rainfall at site;

•

Distance from the city;

•

Public acceptance;

9

Kamara (2012).
The Risk Index was adapted from Kurian et al. (2005) and developed for developing countries.

10
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•

CH4 (methane) content of ambient air;

•

Hazardous contents of waste;

•

Biodegradable fraction of waste at site;

•

Number of years of filling;

•

Moisture of waste at site;

•

Biochemical oxygen demand, BOD, chemical oxygen demand, COD, total dissolved solids, TDS

6.3.3.1

Evaluation of risk results

The King Tom and Granville Brook dump sites scored a risk index of 585. Scores lie towards the upper
end of moderate, close to high risk. Moderate hazard recommends: “immediate rehabilitation of the
dump site into sustainable landfill”. High risk recommends: “close the dump with no more land filling
in the area. Remediation is optional”. This is because past and present conditions at the King Tom,
Granville Brook, and Bottom Oku dump site are deplorable. These sites have been operated at substandard levels and are a threat to human health and to the aesthetics of the environment. This
result is consistent with recommendations made by another technical study of 201011 for the
Freetown Waste Management Company for the relocation of the two dump sites.

6.4

Main recommendations and mitigation strategies

The following are the main recommendations and the mitigation strategies suggested by the Urban
Planning Project 2011–14:
• The Freetown community, FCC and the Government are urgently recommended to prioritize,
plan, and initiate the transfers of King Tom and Granville Brook and other informal dump sites in
Freetown to alternative location(s) in the metropolitan area prepared for dumping of final solid
waste following modern international standards.
• FCC and the Government are urgently recommended to seek international assistance to clean the
King Tom and Granville Brook dump-site areas (and other informal dump sites in Freetown) with
the purpose of avoiding further toxic and health-threatening effluents from the sites into the sea,
underground, and neighbouring settlements.
• Encourage waste segregation at source at all levels (i.e. in homes, offices, etc.) and buy organic
and recyclable waste from consumers.
• Ensure frequent/regular collection of waste from households.
• Collect waste frequently from collection points.
• Provide cover for waste during transportation.
• Levy fines or apply appropriate penal action to offenders who throw rubbish indiscriminately into
the streets and streams.
• Ensure proper management at the dump sites:
o discourage scavenging for recyclable materials at waste heaps; and prevent the practice of
setting fires on old waste dumps to create room for new incoming waste, as well as for
unofficial gardening practices.
• Provide appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) for staff of the Ministry of Health, FCC,
Klin Salone, especially when waste contains hazardous clinical waste including syringes/sharps.
11

Lake (2010).
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